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METHOD OF CONTROLLING THE OPERATION 
OF NON-VOLATILE SEMCONDUCTOR MEMORY 

CHIPS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0001) 1. Field of the Invention 
0002 The present invention relates to a method of con 
trolling the operation (writing, erasing, and reading) of a 
Semiconductor memory device configured by a plurality of 
non-volatile Semiconductor memory chips. 
0003 2. Description of the Prior Art 
0004. In recent years, along with the widespread of Such 
portable devices as portable personal computers (PCs) and 
portable telephones, non-volatile Semiconductor memories 
including flash memories are widely watched as information 
Storage media employed for those portable devices. 

0005 Flash memories are roughly classified into two 
types according to the accessing unit length; NOR flash 
memory and AND/NAND flash memory. The NOR flash 
memory can be accessed in bytes at random, although it is 
Small in capacity, a few megabytes at the most. The AND/ 
NAND flash memory can be accessed in sectors while it has 
a capacity of a few tens of megabytes, each Sector has a 
capacity of a few hundreds to a few thousands of bytes. The 
AND/NAND flash memory, which is a large capacity flash 
memory, is Suitable as Storages for which both low bit cost 
and Sequential acceSS performance are considered more 
important than random acceSS performance in bytes. Card 
type Semiconductor memory devices that employ the large 
capacity flash memories are now being manufactured by 
many corporations. A card type Semiconductor memory 
device usually includes a plurality of flash memory chips to 
provide a larger capacity than that of the device itself. FIG. 
1 shows a System that employs Such a Semiconductor 
memory device. A host System 1 is, for example, a personal 
computer or digital camera. A Semiconductor memory 
device 2 is connected to the host System 1 and writeS/reads 
information according to the commands received from the 
host System 1. The Semiconductor memory device 2 is 
configured by a controller for controlling itself, an input/ 
output interface 4 enabling commands and data to be Sent/ 
received between the host system 1 and the controller 3, a 
buffer memory 5, and a plurality of flash memory chips 6 for 
Storing information. The controller 3 analyzes commands 
received from the host system 1 to control the flash memory 
chips 6 according to the analysis result and write/read 
information therein/therefrom. At this time, the controller 3 
also erases information from each flash memory chip 6 as 
needed. 

0006) Next, a description will be made for the I/O inter 
face 4 of the flash memory chips 6. Unlike other memories, 
the large capacity flash memory chip 6 usually has no 
address terminal. The flash memory chip 6 accesses each 
Sector to perform command input, address input, and data 
input/output through a common I/O terminal in a time 
Sharing manner in accordance with a procedure predeter 
mined for itself Separately. Generally, the large capacity 
flash memory chip performs an input/output operation in 
units of eight bits. A 20 MHz I/O clock is used for most of 
the memories. The large capacity flash memory chip has a 
plurality of input terminals used for controlling the protocol. 
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The High/Low levels of those input terminals can be com 
bined in various ways to Switch among Such operations as 
command input, address input, and data input/output. 

0007 FIGS. 52 through 54 show how to access such a 
large capacity flash memory chip. To Simplify the descrip 
tion, the protocol control Signal will be omitted and only the 
acceSS procedure concept will be described here. Hereinaf 
ter, the description will be made on the assumption that the 
I/O bus is eight bits in width, the I/O clock is 20 MHz, the 
command input cycle is one cycle, the Sector address input 
cycle is two cycles, and the Sector Size is 2112 bytes. 

0008. At first, the writing procedure will be described 
with reference to FIG. 54. Writing is done sequentially in 
the order of write command input CMD (W), write sector 
address input ADR, data input for one sector TR, write start 
command input CMD(SW), write end wait BUSY, and 
status read ST. When one sector data input ends, the inputted 
data is just stored in the buffer memory in the flash memory 
chip and not written in any memory cell therein yet. Writing 
in each memory cell in a specified Sector Starts at a write Start 
command input. The flash memory chip disables Simulta 
neous processing of two commands. When the next com 
mand is inputted just after the first one, the next write 
command is forced to wait for the completion of the pre 
ceding write command processing. And, after the flash 
memory is used for a certain time, the memory cells are 
degraded, thereby Some Sectors in the memory come to be 
disabled for correct writing. Consequently, the status of the 
flash memory chip is usually read after writing/erasing 
to/from each memory Sector So as to check if the command 
processing is terminated normally therein. If the writing 
fails, the data is written in another Sector (replacement 
processing). Each processing time in the above writing will 
become roughly as follows; the CMD(W) is 50 ns, the SDR 
is 100 ns, the TR is 110 us, the CMD(WS) is 50 ns, the 
BUSY is 2 ms, and the ST is 50 ns. 

0009 Next, how to erase information from the large 
capacity flash memory chip will be described with reference 
to FIG. 55. Erasing is performed sequentially in order of 
erase command input CMD(E), target Sector address input 
ADR, erase start command input CMD(SE), wait for 
completion BUSY, and status read ST. Erasing from a 
memory cell in a Specified Sector Starts at an erase Start 
command input. Similarly to the writing described above, 
the next command input to the large capacity flash memory 
chip is forced to wait until the preceding erase command 
processing ends. And, Similarly to the writing, the Status of 
the large capacity flash memory chip is read usually after 
erasing of data from each memory Sector to check if the 
command processing is terminated normally therein. When 
the erasing fails, the Sector is registered as a defective one 
and replaced with another. Each processing time in the 
above erasing will become roughly as follows; the CMD(E) 
is 50 ns, the ADR is 100 ns, the CMD(ES) is 50 ns, the 
BUSY is 1 ms, and the ST is 50 ns. 

0010 Next, how to read information from the large 
capacity flash memory chip will be described with reference 
to FIG. 56. Reading is performed sequentially in order of 
read command input CMD (R), target Sector address input 
ADR, wait for reading to be prepared BUSY, and data read 
(output) TR. Reading (transferring) data from a memory cell 
in a Specified Sector provided in a chip to the buffer memory 
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in the large capacity flash memory chip Starts at a Sector 
address input, concretely when the read data is transferred 
completely to the buffer memory provided in the large 
capacity flash memory chip. Each processing time in the 
above reading will become roughly as follows; the CMD(R) 
is 50 ns, the ADR is 100 ns, the TR is 110 us, and the BUSY 
is 50 us. 
0011. In a semiconductor memory device configured by 
Some flash memory chips, data is divided into a plurality of 
data blockS and Stored in a plurality of flash memory chips 
So as to improve the Sequential access performance. In other 
words, processings are performed in a plurality of flash 
memory chips in parallel to improve the practical Sequential 
access performance. 
0012 Hereinafter, a conventional writing method 
employed for a Semiconductor memory device configured 
by four flash memory chips will be described with reference 
to Some drawings. 
0013 FIG. 57 shows the conventional writing method 
described on the time axis in a case in which the data Size 
is assumed as Sector Sizex4. Data D is divided into data 
blocks D0 to D3, each having the same size as the sector 
size. The data blocks are written in different flash memory 
chips. In this case, the data block D0 is written in the large 
capacity flash memory chip 0, the data block D1 is written 
in the large capacity flash memory chip 1, the data block D2 
is written in the large capacity flash memory chip 2, and the 
data block D3 is written in the large capacity flash memory 
chip 3 respectively. The CMD(W) denotes a write command 
input time, the ADRn denotes an input time of an address 
ADR assigned to each large capacity flash memory chip, the 
TR(Dn) denotes a data block Dn input time, the CMD(WS) 
denotes a Write Start command input time, and the To Busy 
denotes a time for writing data inputted to the large capacity 
flash memory chip in a memory cell provided therein. At 
first, a write command, an address, a data block, and a write 
Start command are inputted to the large capacity flash 
memory chip 0 respectively. Hereinafter, the above inputs 
are repeated Sequentially for each of the remaining large 
capacity flash memory chips 1 to 3. 
0014) The official gazette of JP-A No.H11-273370 dis 
closes a method for performing the write command input, 
the address ADR input, and the write Start command input 
for all of the chips simultaneously by assuming ADR0 to 
ADR3 as the same address ADR, Since the large capacity 
flash memory chips are all connected to a common bus. 
0015 FIG. 58 shows a conventional erasing method 
described on the time axis. The method erases data from 
addresses ADR0 to ADR3 specified in the large capacity 
flash memory chips 0 to 3. The CMD(E) denotes an erase 
command input time, the ADRn denotes an input time of an 
address ADR assigned to each of the large capacity flash 
memory chips, the CMD(ES) denotes an erase start com 
mand input time, and the T is denotes a time for erasing 
data from a memory cell corresponding to an address 
Specified for ADR. At first, an erase command, an address, 
and an erase start command are inputted to the large capacity 
flash memory chip 0 respectively. Hereinafter, the above 
inputs are repeated Sequentially for each of the remaining 
large capacity flash memory chips 1 to 3. 
0016. The official gazette of JP-A No. H11-273370 dis 
closes a method for performing the erase command input, 
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the address ADR input, and the erase Start command input 
for all of the chips 1 to 3 simultaneously by assuming ADRO 
to ADR3 as the same address ADR, Since the large capacity 
flash memory chips are all connected to a common bus. 
0017 FIG. 59 shows a conventional reading method 
described on the time axis. This method is used for a case in 
which the data size becomes sector sizex4. Data D is divided 
into data blocks D0 to D3, each having the same size as the 
Sector size. The data blocks are written in different flash 
memory chips. In this case, the data block D0 is written in 
the large capacity flash memory chip 0, the data block D1 is 
written in the large capacity flash memory chip 1, the data 
block D2 is written in the large capacity flash memory chip 
2, and the data block D3 is written in the large capacity flash 
memory chip 3 respectively. The CMD(R) denotes a read 
command input time, the ADRn denotes a time for inputting 
an address ADR to each large capacity flash memory chip, 
in which a data block Dn is already written. The TR(Dn) 
denotes a data block Dn reading time, and the To Etsy 
denotes a time of preparing for reading a data block from a 
large capacity flash memory chip in response to an inputted 
read command. At first, a read command and an address are 
inputted Sequentially to the large capacity flash memory chip 
0. Hereinafter, the above inputs are repeated Sequentially for 
each of the remaining large capacity flash memory chips 1 
to 3. The reading of a data block from a large capacity flash 
memory chip begins after all of the chips get ready to be 
read. 

0018. The official gazette of JP-A No. H11-273370 dis 
closes a method for performing the read command input and 
the address ADR input to all of the chips 0 to 3 simulta 
neously by assuming ADR0 to ADR3 as the same address 
ADR, Since the large capacity flash memory chips are all 
connected to a common bus. 

0019. In a large capacity flash memory chip, the writing 
time, the erasing time, and the reading time required for each 
memory cell are varied among Sectors. And, the conven 
tional controlling method described above cannot Smooth 
out the variation. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0020 Under such circumstances, it is an object of the 
present invention to provide a method for controlling a 
plurality of non-volatile Semiconductor memory chips. So as 
to solve the above conventional problem. Concretely, the 
method controls the memory chips So that a write command 
is inputted to each of the plurality of non-volatile Semicon 
ductor memory chips Simultaneously in the first Step, the 
Same memory address is inputted to each of those non 
Volatile Semiconductor memory chips simultaneously in the 
Second Step, and one of the memory chips is Selected and a 
data block and a write Start command are inputted to the 
Selected memory chip in the third Step. After this, another 
chip is Selected Sequentially So that it is Subjected to the 
processing in this third step. In the fourth Step, it is deter 
mined that the write Start command processing is terminated 
in the memory chip, then another chip is Selected Sequen 
tially So that it is Subjected to the processing in the fifth Step 
and the command execution result is checked therein. When 
data is to be written in a plurality of different addresses 
Specified in a plurality of non-volatile Semiconductor 
memory chips, the writing method described above is 
repeated for each of those different addresses. 
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0021. In another way, in the first step, a write command 
is inputted to each of a plurality of non-volatile Semicon 
ductor memory chips. In the Second step, the same memory 
address is inputted to each of the plurality of memory chips. 
In the third step, one of the memory chips is Selected So that 
a data block and a write Start command are inputted to the 
chip, then the chip is changed to another Sequentially to 
repeat the processing in this third step. Then, in the fourth 
Step, each of the memory chips is checked for the comple 
tion of the write Start command and the command execution 
result check separately. When data is to be written in a 
plurality of different addresses Specified in a plurality of 
memory chips, the write command and the address are 
inputted to each of the memory chips Separately in and after 
the Second round. 

0022. When data is erased from a plurality of non-volatile 
Semiconductor memory chips, an erase command is inputted 
to each of those chips Simultaneously in the first Step and the 
Same memory address is inputted to each of those memory 
chips simultaneously in the Second Step. Then, in the third 
Step, an erase start command is inputted to each of those 
memory chips Simultaneously. In the fourth Step, it is 
determined that the processing of the erase Start command 
has ended in each of those memory chips. In the fifth Step, 
the chip is changed over to another to check the command 
execution result therein. When data is erased from a plurality 
of different addresses, the above processings are repeated for 
each of those different addresses. 

0023. In another way, an erase command is inputted to a 
plurality of non-volatile Semiconductor memory chips 
Simultaneously in the first Step and the same memory 
address is inputted to each of those memory chips Simulta 
neously in the Second Step. And, in the third Step, an erase 
Start command is inputted to each of those memory chips 
Simultaneously. In the fourth Step, it is determined in each 
memory chip Separately that the processing of the erase Start 
command is ended, then the command execution result is 
checked therein. When data is to be erased from a plurality 
of different addresses, the erase command, the address, and 
the erase Start command are inputted to each of the memory 
chips Separately after the command execution result check. 

0024. When data is to be read from a plurality of non 
Volatile Semiconductor memory chips, a read command is 
inputted to each of those memory chips Simultaneously in 
the first Step and the same memory address is inputted to 
each of those memory chips Simultaneously in the Second 
step. Then, in the third step, it is determined that all the 
memory chips are ready to be read. In the fourth Step, one 
of those memory chips is Selected and one data block is read 
from the Selected chip, then the memory chip is changed to 
another Sequentially to repeat the processing in this third 
step. When data is to be read from a plurality of different 
addresses, the above processings are repeated for each of the 
different addresses. 

0.025 In another way, a read command is inputted to a 
plurality of non-volatile Semiconductor memory chips 
Simultaneously in the first Step and the same memory 
address is inputted to each of those memory chips Simulta 
neously in the Second step. Then, in the third Step, it is 
determined in each memory chip Separately that the memory 
chip is ready to be read, then one of the memory chips ready 
to be read is Selected and one data block is read therefrom. 
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After this, the memory chip is changed to another Sequen 
tially to repeat the processing in this third step. When data 
is to be read from a plurality of different addresses, the above 
processings are repeated So that the read command and each 
of the addresses are inputted to each of the memory chips 
just after the data block reading in the third step. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0026 FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a non-volatile semi 
conductor memory device; 
0027 FIG. 2 is a flowchart of a writing controlling 
method for writing data in the same addresses Specified in a 
plurality of flash memory chips with use of the first Ready/ 
Busy determination method; 
0028 FIG. 3 is a flowchart of a writing controlling 
method for writing data in the same addresses Specified in a 
plurality of flash memory chips with use of the Second 
Ready/Busy determination method; 
0029 FIG. 4 is a flowchart of a writing controlling 
method for writing data in the same addresses Specified in a 
plurality of flash memory chips with use of the third Ready/ 
Busy determination method; 
0030 FIG. 5 is a flowchart of a writing controlling 
method for writing data in the same addresses Specified in a 
plurality of flash memory chips with use of the fourth 
Ready/Busy determination method; 
0031 FIG. 6 is physical positions in which data is written 
when the same addresses are specified in a plurality of flash 
memory chips, 

0032 FIG. 7 is a chart for describing a writing control 
ling method on the time axis for writing data in the same 
addresses specified in a plurality of flash memory chips with 
use of the first Ready/Busy determination method; 
0033 FIG. 8 is a chart for describing a writing control 
ling method on the time axis for writing data in the same 
addresses specified in a plurality of flash memory chips with 
use of the second Ready/Busy determination method; 
0034 FIG. 9 is a chart for describing a writing control 
ling method on the time axis for writing data in the same 
addresses specified in a plurality of flash memory chips with 
use of the third Ready/Busy determination method; 
0035 FIG. 10 is a chart for describing a writing control 
ling method on the time axis for writing data in the same 
addresses specified in a plurality of flash memory chips with 
use of the fourth Ready/Busy determination method; 
0036 FIG. 11 is a flowchart of a writing controlling 
method for writing data in a plurality of different addresses 
Specified in a plurality of flash memory chips with use of the 
first Ready/Busy determination method; 
0037 FIG. 12 is a flowchart of a writing controlling 
method for writing data in a plurality of different addresses 
Specified in a plurality of flash memory chips with use of the 
Second Ready/Busy determination method; 
0038 FIG. 13 is a flowchart of a writing controlling 
method for writing data in a plurality of different addresses 
Specified in a plurality of flash memory chips with use of the 
third Ready/Busy determination method; 
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0039 FIG. 14 is a flowchart of a writing controlling 
method for writing data in a plurality of different addresses 
Specified in a plurality of flash memory chips with use of the 
fourth Ready/Busy determination method; 
0040 FIG. 15 is physical positions in which data is 
written when a plurality of different addresses are specified 
in a plurality of flash memory chips, 
0041 FIG. 16 is a chart for describing a writing control 
ling method on the time axis for writing data in a plurality 
of different addresses specified in a plurality of flash 
memory chips with use of the first Ready/Busy determina 
tion method; 
0.042 FIG. 17 is a chart for describing a writing control 
ling method on the time axis for writing data in a plurality 
of different addresses specified in a plurality of flash 
memory chips with use of the second Ready/Busy determi 
nation method; 
0.043 FIG. 18 is a chart for describing a writing control 
ling method on the time axis for writing data in a plurality 
of different addresses specified in a plurality of flash 
memory chips with use of the third Ready/Busy determina 
tion method; 
0044 FIG. 19 is a chart for describing a writing control 
ling method on the time axis for writing data in a plurality 
of different addresses specified in a plurality of flash 
memory chips with use of the fourth Ready/Busy determi 
nation method; 
004.5 FIG. 20 is a flowchart of an erasing controlling 
method for erasing data from the same addresses Specified in 
a plurality of flash memory chips with use of the first 
Ready/Busy determination method; 
0.046 FIG. 21 is a flowchart of an erasing controlling 
method for erasing data from the same addresses Specified in 
a plurality of flash memory chips with use of the Second 
Ready/Busy determination method; 
0047 FIG. 22 is a flowchart of an erasing controlling 
method for erasing data from the same addresses Specified in 
a plurality of flash memory chips with use of the third 
Ready/Busy determination method; 
0.048 FIG. 23 is a flowchart of an erasing controlling 
method for erasing data from the same addresses Specified in 
a plurality of flash memory chips with use of the fourth 
Ready/Busy determination method; 
0049 FIG. 24 is physical positions from which data is 
erased when the same addresses are specified in a plurality 
of flash memory chips, 
0050 FIG. 25 is a chart for describing an erasing con 
trolling method on the time axis for erasing data from the 
Same addresses specified in a plurality of flash memory 
chips with use of the first Ready/Busy determination 
method; 
0051 FIG. 26 is a chart for describing an erasing con 
trolling method on the time axis for erasing data from the 
Same addresses specified in a plurality of flash memory 
chips with use of the second Ready/Busy determination 
method; 
0.052 FIG. 27 is a chart for describing an erasing con 
trolling method on the time axis for erasing data from the 
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Same addresses specified in a plurality of flash memory 
chips with use of the third Ready/Busy determination 
method; 
0053 FIG. 28 is a chart for describing an erasing con 
trolling method on the time axis for erasing data from the 
Same addresses specified in a plurality of flash memory 
chips with use of the fourth Ready/Busy determination 
method; 
0054 FIG. 29 is a flowchart of an erasing controlling 
method for erasing data from a plurality of different 
addresses specified in a plurality of flash memory chips with 
use of the first Ready/Busy determination method; 
0055 FIG. 30 is a flowchart of an erasing controlling 
method for erasing data from a plurality of different 
addresses specified in a plurality of flash memory chips with 
use of the second Ready/Busy determination method; 
0056 FIG. 31 is a flowchart of an erasing controlling 
method for erasing data from a plurality of different 
addresses specified in a plurality of flash memory chips with 
use of the third Ready/Busy determination method; 
0057 FIG. 32 is a flowchart of an erasing controlling 
method for erasing data from a plurality of different 
addresses specified in a plurality of flash memory chips with 
use of the fourth Ready/Busy determination method; 
0.058 FIG. 33 is physical positions from which data is 
erased when a plurality of addresses are specified in a 
plurality of flash memory chips, 

0059 FIG. 34 is a chart for describing an erasing con 
trolling method on the time axis for erasing data from a 
plurality of different addresses Specified in a plurality of 
flash memory chips with use of the first Ready/Busy deter 
mination method; 

0060 FIG. 35 is a chart for describing an erasing con 
trolling method on the time axis for erasing data from a 
plurality of different addresses Specified in a plurality of 
flash memory chips with use of the second Ready/Busy 
determination method; 

0061 FIG. 36 is a chart for describing an erasing con 
trolling method on the time axis for erasing data from a 
plurality of different addresses Specified in a plurality of 
flash memory chips with use of the third Ready/Busy 
determination method; 

0062 FIG. 37 is a chart for describing an erasing con 
trolling method on the time axis for erasing data from a 
plurality of different addresses Specified in a plurality of 
flash memory chips with use of the fourth Ready/Busy 
determination method; 

0063 FIG. 38 is a flowchart of a reading controlling 
method for reading data from the same address Specified in 
a plurality of flash memory chips with use of the first 
Ready/Busy determination method; 
0064 FIG. 39 is a flowchart of a reading controlling 
method for reading data from the Same addresses Specified 
in a plurality of flash memory chips with use of the Second 
Ready/Busy determination method; 
0065 FIG. 40 is a flowchart of a reading controlling 
method for reading data from the Same addresses Specified 
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in a plurality of flash memory chips with use of the third 
Ready/Busy determination method; 
0.066 FIG. 41 is a flowchart of a reading controlling 
method for reading data from the same addresses Specified 
in a plurality of flash memory chips with use of the fourth 
Ready/Busy determination method; 
0067 FIG. 42 is a chart for describing a reading con 
trolling method on the time axis for reading data from the 
Same addresses specified in a plurality of flash memory 
chips with use of the first Ready/Busy determination 
method; 

0068 FIG. 43 is a chart for describing a reading con 
trolling method on the time axis for reading data from the 
Same addresses specified in a plurality of flash memory 
chips with use of the second Ready/Busy determination 
method; 

0069 FIG. 44 is a chart for describing a reading con 
trolling method on the time axis for reading data from the 
Same addresses specified in a plurality of flash memory 
chips with use of the third Ready/Busy determination 
method; 

0070 FIG. 45 is a chart for describing a reading con 
trolling method on the time axis for reading data from the 
Same addresses specified in a plurality of flash memory 
chips with use of the fourth Ready/Busy determination 
method; 

0071 FIG. 46 is a flowchart of a reading controlling 
method for reading data from a plurality of different 
addresses Specified in a plurality of flash memory chips with 
use of the first Ready/Busy determination method; 

0072 FIG. 47 is a flowchart of a reading controlling 
method for reading data from a plurality of different 
addresses Specified in a plurality of flash memory chips with 
use of the second Ready/Busy determination method; 
0073 FIG. 48 is a flowchart of a reading controlling 
method for reading data from a plurality of different 
addresses Specified in a plurality of flash memory chips with 
use of the third Ready/Busy determination method; 
0074 FIG. 49 is a flowchart of a reading controlling 
method for reading data from a plurality of different 
addresses Specified in a plurality of flash memory chips with 
use of the fourth Ready/Busy determination method; 

0075 FIG. 50 is a chart for describing a reading con 
trolling method on the time axis for reading data from a 
plurality of different addresses Specified in a plurality of 
flash memory chips with use of the first Ready/Busy deter 
mination method; 

0.076 FIG. 51 is a chart for describing a reading con 
trolling method on the time axis for reading data from a 
plurality of different addresses Specified in a plurality of 
flash memory chips with use of the second Ready/Busy 
determination method; 

0.077 FIG. 52 is a chart for describing a reading con 
trolling method on the time axis for reading data from a 
plurality of different addresses Specified in a plurality of 
flash memory chips with use of the third Ready/Busy 
determination method; and 
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0078 FIG. 53 is a chart for describing a reading con 
trolling method on the time axis for reading data from a 
plurality of different addresses Specified in a plurality of 
flash memory chips with use of the fourth Ready/Busy 
determination method; 
007.9 FIG. 54 is a chart for describing a conventional 
method of writing procedure, 
0080 FIG. 55 is a chart for describing a conventional 
method of erasing procedure, 
0081 FIG. 56 is a chart for describing conventional 
method of reading procedure; 
0082 FIG. 57 is a chart for describing a conventional 
Writing method described on the time axis in a case in which 
the data Size is assumed as Sector Sizex4; 
0.083 FIG. 58 is a chart for describing a conventional 
erasing method described on the time axis in a case in which 
the data Size is assumed as Sector Sizex4; 
0084 FIG. 59 is a chart for describing a conventional 
reading method described on the time axis in a case in which 
the data Size is assumed as Sector Sizex4. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

0085. Hereunder, the preferred embodiments of the 
present invention will be described with reference to the 
accompanying drawings. 
0086 FIG. 1 shows a block diagram of a semiconductor 
memory device configured by large capacity flash memory 
ships. A Semiconductor memory device 2 is connected to a 
host system 1 to write/read information to/from the system 
1 according to the commands received from the host System 
1. The Semiconductor memory device 2 is configured by a 
controller 3, an I/O interface 4, a buffer memory 5, and a 
plurality of flash memory chips 6. The controller 3 analyzes 
each command received from the host System 1 to control 
each flash memory chip 6 according to the analysis result to 
write, read, and erase information to/from the chip 6. Com 
mands and data are Sent/received between the host System 1 
and the controller 2 through the I/O interface 4. When data 
is written in the Semiconductor memory device 2, the write 
data received from the host system 1 is stored in the buffer 
memory 5 once, then converted to predetermined formatted 
data and written in the specified flash memory chip 6. When 
data is read from the Semiconductor memory device 2, the 
predetermined formatted data read from the flash memory 
chip 6 is restored to the original formatted data, then output 
to the host system 1 through the buffer memory 5 and the I/O 
interface 4. A flash memory chip Select Signal 7 Selects a 
target flash memory chip. The Signal can also Select a 
plurality of any flash memory chips Simultaneously. 

0087 Next, a description will be made for how to deter 
mine the operation status (Ready/Busy) of each flash 
memory chip. Each flash memory chip is provided with a 
Ready/Busy terminal that denotes its operation Status. Each 
flash memory chip is also provided with another Status 
register that denotes a command execution result (Fail/Pass). 
This System can employ at least one or more of the four 
Ready/Busy determination methods to be described below. 
0088. The first Ready/Busy determination method uses a 
signal obtained by ANDing the Ready/Busy signal of every 
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flash memory chip to determine the Ready/Busy status 
therein. This method regards the Status as Busy when one or 
more flash memory chips are active, although it cannot 
identify which chip(s) are actually active. 
0089. The second Ready/Busy determination method 
assigns the Ready/Busy Signal of each flash memory chip to 
each independent bit of a register readable from the con 
troller 3 and this register data is read to determine Ready/ 
Busy in the target flash memory chip. This method can 
identify which chip(s) are really active, although it needs a 
larger circuit Scale than the first Ready/Busy determination 
method. 

0090 The third Ready/Busy determination method is a 
combination of the first and second Ready/Busy determina 
tion methods. This method groups flash memory chips. So 
that each group is composed of a plurality of flash memory 
chips. The Ready/Busy signals of all the flash memory chips 
in a group are ANDed. A signal obtained by ANDing the 
Ready/Busy Signals in each group Such way is assigned to 
each independent bit in a flash memory chip register read 
able from the controller 3. Then, the data in this register is 
read to determine Ready/Busy in the flash memory chip. 
This method can identify each group that includes active 
flash memory chip(s), although it needs a large circuit Scale 
and the first Ready/Busy determination method cannot iden 
tify any active flash memory chip. In addition, this method 
cannot identify any active flash memory chip, although it 
can identify a group that includes active flash memory 
chip(s) and the Second Ready/Busy determination method 
can identify any of active flash memory chips. This method 
needs a Smaller circuit Scale than the Second Ready/Busy 
determination method. 

0091. The fourth Ready/Busy determination method 
reads a status register of each flash memory chip to deter 
mine Ready/Busy therein. This method needs no additional 
circuit Such as an AND circuit and a register that are needed 
in the first to third Ready/Busy determination methods. To 
read a status register, however, this method controlling 
overhead becomes larger than those of other methods. The 
controlling overhead includes Sending a Status register read 
command to the target flash memory chip, Switching the 
flash memory chip control Signal into the Status register read 
mode. 

0092 Next, a description will be made for a writing 
controlling method for writing data in flash memory chips. 
The data writing in this case is divided into two types; 
Writing in the same addresses Specified in a plurality of flash 
memory chips and writing in a plurality of different 
addresses Specified in a plurality of flash memory chips. In 
this case, it is premised that data is divided into a plurality 
of data blockS in a size of an integer multiple of the Sector 
Size and Stored in a plurality of flash memory chips. 

0093. At first, the method for writing data in the same 
addresses Specified in a plurality of flash memory chips will 
be described with reference to FIGS. 2 through 10. 
0094 FIGS. 2 through 5 show flowcharts for controlling 
writing of data in accordance with the first to fourth Ready/ 
Busy determination methods. FIG. 2 shows a flowchart for 
controlling the writing with use of the first Ready/Busy 
determination method. In STEP1, a write command is 
inputted Simultaneously to each of the flash memory chips to 
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which the same address is to be inputted. In STEP2, the 
Same address is inputted Simultaneously to each of the flash 
memory chips to which a write command is inputted in 
STEP1. In STEP3, one of the above flash memory chips is 
Selected and a data block and a write Start command are 
inputted to the chip Sequentially. The flash memory chip 
selection in STEP3 is done in order of data block writing 
until the input of all of the data blocks and write start 
commands is completed. In STEP4, Ready/Busy is deter 
mined in each flash memory chip until Ready is detected 
therein. In STEP5, the status register of each flash memory 
chip Selected Sequentially is read to check the result of the 
write Start command execution therein. 

0.095 FIG. 3 shows a flowchart for controlling the writ 
ing with use of the Second Ready/Busy determination 
method. In STEP1, a write command is inputted simulta 
neously to each of the flash memory chips to which the same 
write address is inputted. In STEP2, the same address is 
inputted Simultaneously to each of the flash memory chips to 
which a write command is inputted in STEP1. In STEP3, 
one of the above flash memory chips is Selected and a data 
block and a write Start command are inputted to the chip 
sequentially. The flash memory chip selection in STEP3 is 
done in order of data block writing until the input of all the 
data blocks and write Start commands is completed. In 
STEP4, Ready/Busy is determined in each flash memory 
chip until Ready is detected therein. In STEP5, the status 
register of each flash memory chip in which Ready is 
detected in STEP4 is read to check the result of the write 
start command execution therein. The processings in STEP1 
to STEP5 are repeated until the result of the write command 
execution is confirmed in all of the above flash memory 
chips. The processings in STEP4 and STEP5 can be per 
formed in order of data block input or in order of Ready 
detection. 

0096 FIG. 4 shows a flowchart for controlling the writ 
ing with use of the third Ready/Busy determination method. 
In STEP1, a write command is inputted simultaneously to 
each of the flash memory chips to which the Same address 
is to be inputted. In STEP2, the same address are inputted 
Simultaneously to each of the flash memory chips to which 
a write command is inputted in STEP1. In STEP3, one of the 
above flash memory chips is Selected So that a data block and 
a write Start command are inputted to the chip Sequentially. 
The flash memory chip selection in STEP3 is done in order 
of data block writing until the input of all of the data blocks 
and write start commands is completed. In STEP4, Ready/ 
Busy is determined in each flash memory chip until Ready 
is detected therein. In STEP5, the status register of each flash 
memory chip included in a Ready-detected group is read to 
check the result of the write Start command execution 
therein. The processings in STEP4 and STEP5 are repeated 
for each flash memory chip to which a write command is 
inputted in STEP1 until the result of the command execution 
is confirmed therein. The processings in STEP4 and STEP5 
can be done for each group in order of data block input or 
in order of Ready detection. 
0097 FIG. 5 shows a flowchart for controlling the writ 
ing with use of the fourth Ready/Busy determination 
method. In STEP1, a write command is inputted simulta 
neously to each of the flash memory chips to which the same 
address is to be inputted. In STEP2, the same address is 
inputted Simultaneously to each of the flash memory chips to 
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which a write command is inputted in STEP1. In STEP3, 
one of the above flash memory chips is Selected So that a data 
block and a write Start command are inputted to the chip 
sequentially. The flash memory chip selection in STEP3 is 
done in order of data block writing until the input of all of 
the data blocks and write Start commands is completed. In 
STEP4, Ready/Busy is determined in each flash memory 
chip until Ready is detected therein. In STEP5, the status 
register of each flash memory chip in the Subject group in 
which Ready is detected in STEP4 is used to check the result 
of the write Start command execution therein. The proceSS 
ings in STEP4 and STEP5 are repeated until the result of the 
write Start command execution is confirmed in each flash 
memory chip to which a write command is inputted in 
STEP1. 

0.098 Next, a flowchart for controlling writing of data 
described with reference to FIGS. 2 through 5 will be 
described more in detail with reference to FIGS. 6 through 
10. 

0099 FIG. 6 shows physical positions in which data is 
written. Write data D is divided into data blocks. D0 to D3, 
each having a size of an integer multiple of the Sector Size. 
In this case, it is premised that the data block size is equal 
to the sector size. Data blocks. D0 to D3 are written in 
different flash memory chips. Data blocks D0 to D3 are all 
written in the same sector addresses ADRO in those chips. 

0100 FIG. 7 shows a flowchart for controlling the writ 
ing shown in FIG. 2 on the time axis. At first, flash memory 
select signals CEO to CE3 are activated so that a write 
command is inputted Simultaneously to each of the flash 
memory chips 0 to 3. In FIG. 7, the write command input 
is described as CMD(W). Then, the same sector address 
ADRO is inputted simultaneously to each of the flash 
memory chips 0 to 3. In FIG. 7, the address ADRO input is 
described as ADR(ADR0). After this, only the chip select 
signal CEO is activated so that the data block 0 is inputted 
to the flash memory chip 0. Consequently, the data block 0 
is stored in the buffer memory provided in the flash memory 
chip 0. At this time, the data block 0 is not written yet in any 
memory cell. In FIG. 7, the data block D0 input is described 
as TR(D0). Just after the data block 0 input, a write start 
command is inputted to the flash memory chip 0. Conse 
quently, writing of the data block 0 in memory cells begins 
when the data is read from the buffer memory of the flash 
memory chip 0. The T is denotes a time required for 
Writing the data in a memory cell by reading it from the 
buffer memory of the flash memory chip 0. During this 
T is, Busy is output from the Ready/Busy terminal of 
the flash memory chip. After this, the flash memory chip 
select signal CE1 is activated so that the data block D1 is 
inputted (TR(D1)), then a write start command is inputted 
(CMD(SW)) to the flash memory chip 1 sequentially. Here 
inafter, the flash memory chip Select Signal is changed over 
sequentially to input each of the rest data blocks (TR(D2), 
TR(D3)) and a write start command (CMD(SW)) to each of 
the rest flash memory chips 2 and 3. The T is denotes 
a period in which Busy is detected in the Ready/Busy 
determination. Because the first Ready/Busy determination 
method is used here, it is determined that the Status is Busy 
if any one of the above flash memory chips is Busy. After 
Ready is detected as the result of the Ready/Busy determi 
nation, the Status register of each flash memory chip is read 
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Sequentially to check the result of the command execution 
therein. In FIG. 7, the status register reading is described as 
ST. 

0101 FIG. 8 shows a flowchart for controlling the writ 
ing shown in FIG.3 on the time axis. At first, flash memory 
select signals CEO to CE3 are activated so that a write 
command is inputted (CMD(W)) simultaneously to each of 
the flash memory chips 0 to 3. Then, the same sector address 
ADRO is inputted (ADR(ADR0)) simultaneously to each of 
the flash memory chips 0 to 3. After this, only the chip select 
signal CEO is activated so that the data block 0 is inputted 
to the flash memory chip 0 (TR(D0)). Just after the data 
block 0 input, a write start command is inputted to the flash 
memory chip 0 (CMD(SW)). After this, only the flash 
memory chip Select Signal CE1 is activated So that the data 
block D1 and a write Start command are inputted 
(TR(D1))(CMD(SW)) to the flash memory chip 1 sequen 
tially. Hereinafter, the flash memory chip Select signal is 
changed over Sequentially to input each of the rest data 
blocks (TR(D2), TR(D3)) and the write start command 
(CMD(SW)) to each of the rest flash memory chips 2 and 3. 
Because the second Ready/Busy determination method is 
used here, Ready/Busy can be determined in each flash 
memory chip Separately. The command execution result can 
thus be checked in any of the following two methods; one 
method enables Ready/Busy to be determined in each flash 
memory chip in order of Ready detection and the next chip 
to be selected for Ready/Busy determination and the other 
method enables the next flash memory chip to be selected for 
the Ready/Busy determination after a flash memory chip is 
Selected and the result of the command execution is checked 
therein in order of data block input. FIG. 8 shows a method 
for selecting the next flash memory chip for the Ready/Busy 
determination in order of data block connection. 

0102 FIG. 9 shows a flowchart for controlling the writ 
ing shown in FIG. 4 on the time axis. It is premised here that 
the flash memory chips 0 and 1 are included in the group 0 
and the flash memory chips 2 and 3 are included in the group 
1 to be subjected to the Ready/Busy determination respec 
tively. At first, flash memory select signals CEO to CE3 are 
activated so that a write command is inputted (CMD(W)) 
simultaneously to each of the flash memory chips 0 to 3 and 
the same sector address ADRO is inputted (ADR(ADR0)) 
simultaneously to each of the flash memory chips 0 to 3. 
After this, only the chip select signal CEO is activated so that 
the data block 0 is inputted to the flash memory chip 0 
(TRCD0)). Just after the data block 0 input, a write start 
command is inputted to the flash memory chip 0 (CMD 
(SW)). After this, only the flash memory chip select signal 
CE1 is activated So that the data block D1 and a write start 
command are inputted (TR(D1))(CMD(SW)) to the flash 
memory chip 1 Sequentially. Hereinafter, the flash memory 
chip Select Signal is changed over Sequentially to input each 
of the rest data blocks (TR(D2), TR(D3)) and a write start 
command (CMD(SW)) to each of the rest flash memory 
chips 2 and 3. After the input of all of the data blocks and 
write Start commands, Ready/Busy is determined and the 
Status register of each chip is read to check the command 
execution therein. In this case, Ready/Busy is determined in 
each group Separately. The command execution result can 
thus be checked in those groups by any of the following two 
methods; in order of Ready detection and in order of data 
block input, that is, the Ready/Busy determination and the 
Status register reading may begin at the group 0. FIG. 8 
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shows the latter method, which determines Ready/Busy in 
order of data block input. In FIG. 8, a period in which Busy 
is detected in each group is described as To Etsy. 
0103 FIG. 10 shows a flowchart for controlling the 
writing shown in FIG. 5 on the time axis. At first, flash 
memory select signals CEO to CE3 are activated so that a 
write command is inputted (CMD(W)) simultaneously to 
each of the flash memory chips 0 to 3. Then, the same sector 
address ADRO is inputted (ADR(ADR0)) simultaneously to 
each of the flash memory chips 0 to 3. After this, only the 
chip select signal CEO is activated so that the data block 0 
is inputted to the flash memory chip 0 (TR(D0)). Just after 
the data block 0 input, a write Start command is inputted to 
the flash memory chip 0 (CMD(SW)). After this, only the 
flash memory chip Select Signal CE1 is activated So that the 
data block D1 and a write start command (CMD(SW)) are 
inputted to the flash memory chip 1 Sequentially 
(TR(D1))(CMD(SW)). Hereinafter, the flash memory chip 
Select Signal is changed over Sequentially to input each of the 
rest data blocks (TR(D2), TR(D3)) and a write start com 
mand (CMD(SW)) to each of the rest flash memory chips 2 
and 3. Ready/Busy is determined and the Status register is 
read in each chip Sequentially to check the command execu 
tion result therein. In this case, the Ready/Busy determina 
tion and the command execution result check can be made 
by two methods. One method selects a flash memory chip 
Sequentially to read its Status register to determine Ready/ 
Busy therein. When Ready is detected in a chip, the status 
register value is used to check the command execution result 
therein. This method comes to check the command execu 
tion result in each flash memory chip in order of Ready 
detection. The other method Selects a flash memory chip and 
reads its status register to determine Ready/Busy therein 
until Ready is detected. After this, the next flash memory 
chip is Selected. Just like the above methods, the command 
execution result is checked in the chip with the value read 
from the Status register when Ready is detected therein. 
FIG. 10 shows the latter method and the flash memory chips 
are changed over in order of data block input. 
0.104) Next, a description will be made for a method for 
controlling writing of data in a plurality of different 
addresses Specified in a plurality of flash memory chips with 
reference to FIGS. 11 to 18. In this case, data is divided into 
a plurality of data blocks, each having a size of an integer 
multiple of the sector size. The data blocks are stored in the 
plurality of different addresses specified in the plurality of 
flash memory chips. 

0105 FIGS. 11 through 14 show the flowcharts of the 
methods for controlling the writing in accordance with the 
first to fourth Ready/Busy determination methods. FIG. 11 
shows a flowchart for controlling the writing in accordance 
with the first Ready/Busy determination method. In STEP1, 
a write command is inputted Simultaneously to each of the 
flash memory chips to which the same address is to be 
inputted. In STEP2, the same sector address is inputted 
Simultaneously to each of the flash memory chips to which 
a write command is inputted in STEP1. In STEP3, one of the 
chips is Selected and a data block and a write Start command 
are inputted to the chip. The processing in STEP3 is 
executed for each chip to which a write command is inputted 
in STEP1 and a sector address is inputted in STEP2. In 
STEP4, Ready/Busy is determined in each chip until Ready 
is detected therein. In STEP5, the status register of each chip 
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is read Sequentially to check the execution result of the write 
command inputted in STEP3. The processings in STEP1 to 
STEP5 are repeated until all the data blocks are written 
while the Sector address in another chip is Selected Sequen 
tially. 
0106 FIG. 12 shows a flowchart for controlling the 
Writing in accordance with the Second Ready/Busy deter 
mination method. In STEP1, a write command is inputted 
Simultaneously to each of the flash memory chips to which 
the same sector address is to be inputted. In STEP2, the same 
Sector address is inputted Simultaneously to each of the flash 
memory chips to which a write command is inputted in 
STEP1. In STEP3, one of the above flash memory chips is 
Selected and a data block and a write Start command are 
inputted sequentially to the chip. The processing in STEP3 
is repeated while flash memory chips are changed over in 
order of data block input until the input of all the specified 
data blockS and write Start commands to the same Sector 
addresses in the flash memory chips are completed. In 
STEP4, Ready/Busy is determined in each flash memory 
chip until Ready is detected therein. In STEP5, the status 
register of each chip in which Ready is detected in STEP4 
is read Sequentially to check the result of the write command 
execution therein. In this case, Ready/Busy can be deter 
mined in each chip Separately. It is thus possible to deter 
mine Ready/Busy and check the result of the write command 
execution in each chip in order of data block input. It is also 
possible to read the Status register of each Ready-detected 
flash memory chip to check the result of the command 
execution therein. In STEP6, the next write command, the 
Sector address, the data block, and the write start command 
for the next writing are inputted to each flash memory chip 
in which the command execution result is checked in 
STEP5. The processings in STE4 to STEP6 are repeated 
until the input of all the data blocks and write start com 
mands is completed. In STEP7, Read/Busy is determined in 
each flash memory chip with respect to the write Start 
command inputted last to the chip in STEP6. In STEP7, the 
Status register of each flash memory chip is read to check the 
result of the command execution therein. 

0107 FIG. 13 shows a flowchart for controlling the 
writing in accordance with the third Ready/Busy determi 
nation method. In STEP1, a write command is inputted 
Simultaneously to each of the flash memory chips to which 
the same sector address is to be inputted. In STEP2, the same 
Sector address is inputted Simultaneously to each of the flash 
memory chips to which a write command is inputted in 
STEP1. In STEP3, one of the above flash memory chips is 
Selected and a data block and a write Start command are 
inputted sequentially to the chip. The processing in STEP3 
is repeated while flash memory chips are changed over in 
order of data block input until the input of all the specified 
data blockS and write Start commands to the above same 
sector addresses is completed. In STEP4, Ready/Busy is 
determined in each of the flash memory chips until Ready is 
detected therein. In STEP5, one of the flash memory chips 
included in a Ready-detected group is Selected and its status 
register is read to check the result of the write Start command 
execution therein. After this, the write command, the Sector 
address, the data block, and the write Start command for the 
next writing are inputted to the chip respectively. In STEP5, 
the result of the write Start command execution is checked 
in each of the rest flash memory chips in the group in which 
Ready is detected in STEP4. The processings in STEP4 and 
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STEP5 are repeated until the input of all of the data blocks 
and write start commands is completed. In STEP6, Ready/ 
Busy is determined in each flash memory chip with respect 
to the write Start command inputted last to the chip in 
STEP5. In STEP7, the status register of each flash memory 
chip is read to check the result of the command execution 
therein. 

0108 FIG. 14 shows a flowchart for controlling the 
writing in accordance with the fourth Ready/Busy determi 
nation method. In STEP1, a write command is inputted 
Simultaneously to each of the flash memory chips to which 
the same address is to be inputted. In STEP2, the same sector 
address is inputted Simultaneously to each of the flash 
memory chips to which a write command is inputted in 
STEP1. In STEP3, one of the above flash memory chips is 
Selected and a data block and a write Start command are 
inputted sequentially to the chip. The processing in STEP3 
is repeated while flash memory chips are changed over in 
order of data block input until the input of all of the specified 
data blockS and write Start commands to the same Sector 
addresses is completed. In STEP4, Ready/Busy is deter 
mined in each flash memory chip until Ready is detected 
therein. In STEP5, the status register of each flash memory 
chip is read to check the result of the write Start command 
execution therein. In STEP6, the write command, the sector 
address, the data block, and the write Start command for the 
next writing are inputted to each flash memory chip for 
which the result of the command execution is checked in 
STEP5. The processings in STEP4 to STEP6 are repeated 
until the input of all of the write Start commands and data 
blocks to the same addresses is completed. The processings 
in STEP4 and STEP5 can be executed by two methods for 
the above flash memory chips, in order of data block input 
and in order of Ready detection. In STEP7, Ready/Busy is 
determined in each flash memory chip with respect to the 
write Start command inputted last to the memory chip in 
STEP6. In STEP8, the status register of each flash memory 
chip is read to check the result of the write Start command 
execution therein. 

0109) Next, a description will be made more in detail for 
the flowchart for controlling the writing shown in FIGS. 11 
through 14 with reference to FIGS. 15 through 19. FIG. 15 
shows physical positions in which data is written. At first, 
write data D is divided into a plurality of data blocks D0 to 
D6, each having the same data Size as an integer multiple of 
the Sector size. In this connection, the data block size is Set 
equally to the Sector Size described below. Consecutive data 
blocks are Stored in different flash memory chips as far as 
possible and target data is written in the Same Sector 
addresses in those chips as far as possible. In this case, data 
blocks. D0 to D3 are stored in the same sector addresses 
ADR0 specified in the flash memory chips 0 to 3 and data 
blocks D4 to D6 are stored in the same sector addresses 
ADR1 specified in the flash memory chips 0 to 2. 
0110 FIG. 16 shows a flowchart for controlling the 
writing shown in FIG. 11 on the time axis. At first, the chip 
select signals CEO to CE3 are activated so that a write 
command is inputted (CMD(W)) simultaneously to each of 
the flash memory chips 0 to 3. After this, the same sector 
address ADRO is inputted (ADR(ADR0)) simultaneously to 
each of the flash memory chips 0 to 3. Then, only the chip 
select signal CEO is activated so that the data block D0 is 
inputted (TR(D0)) to the flash memory chip 0. Just after this 
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input, a write start command is inputted (CMD(SW)) to the 
flash memory chip 0. Then, only the chip select signal CE1 
is activated so that the data block D1 is inputted (TR(D1)), 
then a write command is inputted (CMD(SW)) to the chip 1 
respectively. Hereinafter, while chips are changed over 
sequentially, each of the rest data blocks (TR(D2), TR(D3)) 
and a write start command are inputted (CMD(SW)) sequen 
tially. The T is in FIG. 16 denotes a period in which 
Busy is detected in the Ready/Busy determination. In this 
case, because the first Ready/Busy determination method is 
used, Busy is determined if Busy is detected in any one of 
the flash memory chips 0 to 3. After Ready is detected, the 
Status register of the flash memory chip is read (ST) to check 
the result of the command execution therein. After this 
check, the chip select signal CEO to CE2 are activated so that 
a write command is inputted (CMD(W)) to each of the flash 
memory chips 0 to 2 just like in the above writing of the data 
blocks 0 to 3, then the same sector address ADR1 is inputted 
(ADR(ADR1)) to each of those flash memory chips 0 to 2. 
Then, while the flash memory chip Select Signals are 
changed over, the remaining inputs of the data blockS 
(TR(D4), TR(D5), TR(D6) and the write start commands 
(CMD(SW)), as well as the remaining Ready detection, and 
the remaining command execution result checks (ST) are 
done Sequentially. 
0111 FIG. 17 shows a flowchart for controlling the 
writing shown in FIG. 12 on the time axis. At first, the chip 
select signals CEO to CE3 are activated so that a write 
command is inputted (CMD(W) simultaneously to each of 
the flash memory chips 0 to 3. After this, the same sector 
address ADRO is inputted (ADR(ADR0)) simultaneously to 
each of the flash memory chips 0 to 3. Then, only the chip 
select signal CEO is activated so that the data block D0 is 
inputted (TR(D0)) to the flash memory chip 0. Just after this 
input, a write start command is inputted (CMD(SW)) to the 
flash memory chip 0. Then, only the chip select signal CE1 
is activated so that the data block D1 is inputted (TR(D1)), 
then a write command is inputted (CMD(SW)) to the chip 1 
respectively. Hereinafter, while chip Select Signals are 
changed over Sequentially, the rest data blocks (TR(D2), 
TR(D3)) and the write start commands are inputted 
(CMD(SW)). After the input of the write start command to 
each of the data blocks D0 to D3, Ready/Busy is determined 
therein. In this case, Ready/Busy can be determined in each 
chip Separately. Consequently, the Subsequent processings 
can be performed Sequentially for each of the chips in order 
of Ready detection. Here, a method for changing flash 
memory chips Sequentially for Ready/Busy determination 
will be described. At first, Ready/Busy determination is 
continued for the flash memory chip 0 until Ready is 
detected therein. Then, the result of the write start command 
execution is checked therein. After this, the write command, 
and the sector address ADR1, the data block D4, and the 
write Start command for the next writing are inputted to the 
flash memory chip 0. Hereinafter, while the flash memory 
chips are changed over Sequentially, Ready is detected, the 
result of the preceding write Start command execution is 
checked in each chip, a data block and a write Start command 
are inputted to each chip. After the write Start command 
input to each data block, Ready/Busy is determined and the 
command execution result is checked therein until the write 
Start command execution results in all the chips are checked. 
0112 FIG. 18 shows a flowchart for controlling the 
writing shown in FIG. 13 on the time axis. At first, the chip 
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select signals CEO to CE3 are activated so that a write 
command is inputted (CMD(W)) simultaneously to each of 
the flash memory chips 0 to 3, then the same sector address 
ADRO is inputted (ADR(ADR0)) simultaneously to each of 
the flash memory chips 0 to 3. After this, only the chip select 
signal CEO is activated so that the data block D0 is inputted 
(TRCD0)) to the flash memory chip 0. Just after this input, a 
write start command is inputted (CMD(SW)) to the flash 
memory chip 0. Then, only the chip select signal CE1 is 
activated so that the data block D1 is inputted (TR(D1)) and 
a write command is inputted (CMD(SW)) to the chip 1 
respectively. Hereinafter, while chip Select Signals are 
changed over Sequentially, the rest data block are inputted 
(TROD2), TR(D3)), then the write start commands are input 
ted (CMD(SW)) sequentially. After the write start command 
is inputted to each chip with respect to each of the data 
blocks D0 to D3, Ready/Busy is determined in the chip. In 
this case, while the next processing can be made Sequentially 
for each chip in order of Ready detection, chip groups can 
also be changed over in order of data block input as follows. 
In this case, Ready/Busy determination is continued until 
Ready is detected in the group 0. After Ready is detected in 
the group 0, the result of the write Start command execution 
is checked in the sector address ADR0 of the flash memory 
chip 0. After this, the write command, the sector address 
ADR1, the data block D4, and the write start command for 
the next writing are inputted to the flash memory chip 0 
respectively. Then, the result of the write Start command 
execution is checked in the sector address ADR0 of the flash 
memory chip 1. After this, the write command, the Sector 
address ADR1, the data block D5, and the write start 
command for the next writing are inputted to the flash 
memory chip 1. Then, the groups are changed over from 0 
to 1. Hereinafter, the result of the preceding write Start 
command execution is checked and a data block and a write 
Start command are inputted to each chip in the group 1 in 
order of Ready detection and data block connection. After 
the input of the write Start command to all the target data 
blocks, Ready/Busy determination and the command execu 
tion result check are continued until all the write Start 
commands are checked. 

0113 FIG. 19 shows a flowchart for controlling the 
writing shown in FIG. 14 on the time axis. At first, the chip 
select signals CEO to CE3 are activated so that a write 
command is inputted (CMD(W)) simultaneously to each of 
the flash memory chips 0 to 3. After this, the same sector 
address ADRO is inputted (ADR(ADR0)) simultaneously to 
each of the flash memory chips 0 to 3. Then, only the chip 
select signal CEO is activated so that the data block D0 is 
inputted (TR(D0)) to the flash memory chip 0. Just after this 
input, a write start command is inputted (CMD(SW)) to the 
flash memory chip 0. Then, only the chip select signal CE1 
is activated so that the data block D1 is inputted (TR(D1)), 
then a write command is inputted (CMD(SW)) to the chip 1 
respectively. Hereinafter, while chip Select Signals are 
changed over Sequentially to input the rest data blockS 
(TROD2), TR(D3)) and the rest write start commands 
(CMD(SW)). After the input of the write start command to 
all the data blocks D0 to D3, the status register of each chip 
is read to determine Ready/Busy therein. In this case, while 
the flash memory chips are changed over Sequentially So that 
the Status register of each chip is read in order of Ready 
detection and the chip is Subjected to the next processing, 
one chip is Selected and Ready/Busy is determined only in 
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the chip. Then, the result of the command execution is 
checked therein before the chip is changed to another. Here, 
how to change the chips in this connection will be described. 
At first, the status register of the flash memory chip 0 is read 
to determine Ready/Busy therein, then the result of the write 
start command execution is checked in the chip 0 with the 
value read from the Status register when Ready is detected 
therein. After this, the write command (CMD(W)), the sector 
address ADR1 (ADR(ADR1)), the data block D4 (TR(D4)), 
and the write start command (CMD(SW)) for the next 
Writing are inputted to the chip 0. Then, the chips are 
changed from 0 to 1, followed by the Ready/Busy determi 
nation, the preceding write Start command execution result 
check (ST), the write command input (CMD(W)), the data 
block input (TR(D5), TR(D6)), and the write start command 
input (CMD(SW)). Finally, Ready/Busy is determined in 
each chip with respect to the write Start command issued to 
each of the rest data blocks D4 to D6 and the result of the 
write Start command execution is checked therein. 

0.114) Next, two cases of a method for erasing data from 
flash memory chips will be described. In one case, data is 
erased from the same addresses Specified in a plurality of 
flash memory chips. In the other case, data is erased from a 
plurality of different addresses Specified in a plurality of 
flash memory chips. 

0.115. At first, the first case will be described with refer 
ence to FIGS. 20 through 28. In this case, data is erased 
from the same addresses specified in a plurality of memory 
chips. 

0116 FIGS. 20 through 23 show flowcharts for control 
ling erasing of data in accordance with the first to fourth 
Ready/Busy determination methods. FIG. 20 shows a flow 
chart for controlling the erasing in accordance with the first 
Ready/Busy determination method. In STEP1, an erase 
command is inputted Simultaneously to each of the flash 
memory chips to which the same address is to be inputted. 
In STEP2, the same address is inputted simultaneously to 
each of the flash memory chips to which an erase command 
is inputted in STEP1. In STEP3, an erase start command is 
inputted Simultaneously to each of the flash memory chips to 
which an erase command is inputted in STEP1 and an 
address is inputted in STEP2. In STEP4, Ready/Busy is 
determined in each flash memory chip until Ready is 
detected therein. In STEP5, the status register of each flash 
memory chip is read Sequentially to check the result of the 
erase Start command execution therein. 

0117 FIG. 21 shows a flowchart for controlling the 
erasing in accordance with the Second Ready/Busy deter 
mination method. In STEP1, an erase command is inputted 
Simultaneously to each of the flash memory chips to which 
the same address is to be inputted. In STEP2, the same 
address is inputted Simultaneously to each of the flash 
memory chips to which an erase command is inputted in 
STEP1. In STEP3, an erase start command is inputted 
Simultaneously to each of the flash memory chips to which 
an erase command is inputted in STEP1 and an address is 
inputted in STEP2. In STEP4, Ready/Busy is determined in 
each flash memory chip until Ready is detected therein. In 
STEP5, the status register of each flash memory chip is read 
Sequentially to check the result of the erase Start command 
execution therein. In this case, Ready/Busy can be deter 
mined in each flash memory chip. Consequently, while it is 
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possible to predetermine the order of flash memory chips in 
which Ready/Busy is to be determined sequentially, both 
Ready/Busy determination and command execution result 
check can be made by reading the Status register in this 
predetermined order. However, it is also possible to check 
the command execution result by reading the Status register 
of each chip in order of Ready detection. The processings in 
STEP4 and STEP5 are repeated until the erase start com 
mand execution result check is completed in every flash 
memory chip to which an erase Start command is inputted in 
STEP1. 

0118 FIG. 22 shows a flowchart for controlling erasing 
of data in accordance with the third Ready/Busy determi 
nation method. In STEP1, an erase command is inputted 
Simultaneously to each of the flash memory chips to which 
the same address is to be inputted. In STEP2, the same 
address is inputted Simultaneously to each of the flash 
memory chips to which an erase command is inputted in 
STEP1. In STEP3, an erase start command is inputted 
Simultaneously to each of the flash memory chips to which 
an erase command is inputted in STEP1 and an address is 
inputted in STEP2. In STEP4, Ready/Busy is determined in 
each flash memory chip until Ready is detected therein. In 
STEP5, the status register of each flash memory chip 
included in a group in which Ready is detected in STEP4 is 
read Sequentially to check the result of the erase Start 
command execution therein. The processings in STEP4 and 
STEP5 are repeated until all the erase start command 
execution results are checked. In this case, while it is 
possible to predetermine the order of chip groups in which 
Ready/Busy is to be determined sequentially. However, it is 
also possible to check the command execution result in each 
chip group in order of Ready detection. 
0119 FIG. 23 shows a flowchart for controlling erasing 
of data in accordance with the fourth Ready/Busy determi 
nation method. In STEP1, an erase command is inputted 
Simultaneously to each of the flash memory chips to which 
the same address is to be inputted. In STEP2, the same 
address is inputted Simultaneously to each of the flash 
memory chips to which an erase command is inputted in 
STEP1. In STEP3, an erase start command is inputted 
Simultaneously to each of the flash memory chips to which 
an erase command is inputted in STEP1 and an address is 
inputted in STEP2. In STEP4, the status register of each 
flash memory chip is read to determine Ready/Busy therein. 
In STEP5, the command execution result is checked in each 
chip. The processings in STEP4 and STEP5 are repeated 
until checking of all the erase Start command execution 
results is completed. In STEP4 and STEP5, it is possible to 
Select one flash memory chip and read its status register to 
check the command execution result therein until Ready is 
detected, then change the chip to the next one. It is also 
possible to read the Status register of each chip while the 
chips are changed over Sequentially, then the command 
execution result is checked in each of the flash memory 
chips in order of Ready detection. 
0120 Next, the flowchart for controlling the erasing 
shown in FIGS. 20 through 23 will be described more in 
detail with reference to FIGS. 24 through 27. 
0121 FIG. 24 shows physical positions from which data 
is erased. In this case, data is erased from the same Sector 
address ADR0 specified in each of the flash memory chips 
O) to 3. 
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0122 FIG. 25 shows the flowchart for controlling the 
erasing shown in FIG. 20 on the time axis. At first, the chip 
select signals CEO to CE3 are activated so that an erase 
command is inputted (CMD(E)) simultaneously to each of 
the flash memory chips 0 to 3. After this, the same sector 
address ADRO is inputted (ADR(ADR0)) simultaneously to 
each of the flash memory chips 0 to 3. Then, an erase start 
command is inputted (CMD(SE)) to each of the flash 
memory chipS 0 to 3 Simultaneously. This erase Start com 
mand input erases data from the Specified memory cells. The 
Ready/Busy terminal of each flash memory chip outputs 
Busy between the start and end of this data erasure. The 
T busy in FIG.25 denotes a period in which Busy is output 
from the Ready/Busy terminal of each chip. In this case, 
Ready/Busy is determined in each flash memory chip 
according to a value obtained by ANDing the Signals of all 
the flash memory chips. When Busy is detected in any one 
of the chips, it is determined that the chip Status is Busy 
during the period. When data is erased from all the memory 
cells and Ready is detected as the result of the Ready/Busy 
determination in each of the flash memory chips 0 to 3, the 
Status register of each chip is read to check the result of the 
erase command execution therein (ST). 
0123 FIG. 26 shows the flowchart for controlling the 
erasing shown in FIG. 21 on the time axis. At first, the chip 
select signals CEO to CE3 are activated so that an erase 
command is inputted (CMD(E)) simultaneously to each of 
the flash memory chips 0 to 3. In FIG. 26, this erase 
command input is described as CMD(E). After this, the same 
sector address ADR0 is inputted (ADR(ADR0)) simulta 
neously to each of the flash memory chips 0 to 3. Then, an 
erase start command is inputted (CMD(SE)) to each of the 
flash memory chips 0 to 3 simultaneously. Then, Ready/ 
Busy is determined in each flash memory chip and the Status 
register of the chip is read to check the command execution 
result therein. In this case, Ready/Busy can be determined in 
each chip Separately. It is thus possible to detect Ready and 
check the command execution result in each chip in an 
ascending order of chip numbers. It is also possible to check 
the command execution result in each chip in order of Ready 
detection. In the case shown in FIG. 26, command execution 
results are checked in chips in order of Ready detection. 

0124 FIG. 27 shows the flowchart for controlling the 
erasing shown in FIG. 22 on the time axis. In this case, the 
flash memory chips 0 and 1 are included in the group 0 and 
the flash memory chips 2 and 3 are included in the group 1 
to be Subjected to the Ready/Busy determination respec 
tively. At first, the chip select signals CEO to CE3 are 
activated so that an erase command is inputted (CMD(E)) 
simultaneously to each of the flash memory chips 0 to 3. 
After this, the same sector address ADRO is inputted 
(ADR(ADR0)) simultaneously to each of the flash memory 
chips 0 to 3. Then, an erase Start command is inputted 
(CMD(SE)) to each of the flash memory chips 0 to 3 
Simultaneously. Then, Ready/Busy is determined in each 
chip and the Status register of each chip included in a 
Ready-detected group is read to check the command execu 
tion result therein. In FIG. 27, because the data erasure is 
ended earlier in the group 1 than the group 0, the group 1 is 
processed earlier than the group 0. It is also possible to 
determine the priority of the Ready/Busy determination 
between the groups 0 and 1 and make the determination 
according to the priority until Ready is detected therein. 
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0125 FIG. 28 shows the flowchart for controlling the 
erasing shown in FIG. 23. At first, the chip select signals 
CEO to CE3 are activated So that an erase command is 
inputted (CMD(E)) simultaneously to each of the flash 
memory chips 0 to 3, then the same sector address ADRO is 
inputted (ADR(ADR0)) simultaneously to each of the flash 
memory chips 0 to 3. After this, an erase Start command is 
inputted (CMD(SE)) to each of the flash memory chips 0 to 
3 Simultaneously. Then, flash memory chips are changed 
over Sequentially to read the Status register of each of the rest 
chips to check the command execution result therein. 

0126) Next, a description will be made for a method for 
controlling erasure of data from a plurality of different 
addresses Specified in a plurality of flash memory chips with 
reference to FIGS. 29 through 37. 

0127 FIGS. 29 through 32 show flowcharts for control 
ling the erasing in accordance with the first to fourth 
Ready/Busy determination methods. FIG. 29 shows a flow 
chart for controlling erasure of data in accordance with the 
first Ready/Busy determination method. In STEP1, an erase 
command is inputted Simultaneously to each of the flash 
memory chips to which the same address is to be inputted. 
In STEP2, the same address is inputted simultaneously to 
each of the flash memory chips to which an erase command 
is inputted in STEP1. In STEP3, an erase start command is 
inputted Simultaneously to each of the flash memory chips to 
which an erase command is inputted in STEP1 and an 
address is inputted in STEP2. In STEP4, Ready/Busy is 
determined in each flash memory chip until Ready is 
detected therein. In STEP5, the status register of each flash 
memory chip to which an erase command is inputted in 
STEP1 is read sequentially to check the result of the erase 
start command execution therein. The processings in STEP1 
to STEP5 are repeated for each of the addresses that are 
changed over Sequentially until erasing of data from all the 
Specified addresses is completed. 

0128 FIG. 30 shows a flowchart for controlling the 
erasure in accordance with the Second Ready/Busy deter 
mination method. In STEP1, an erase command is inputted 
Simultaneously to each of the flash memory chips to which 
the same address is to be inputted. In STEP2, the same 
address is inputted Simultaneously to each of the flash 
memory chips to which an erase command is inputted in 
STEP1. In STEP3, an erase start command is inputted 
Simultaneously to each of the memory chips to which an 
erase command is inputted in STEP1 and an address is 
inputted in STEP2. In STEP4, Ready/Busy is determined in 
each flash memory chip until Ready is detected therein. In 
STEP5, the status register of each flash memory chip in 
which Ready is detected in STEP4 is read sequentially to 
check the result of the erase Start command execution 
therein. In STEP6, if data is to be erased from another 
address in the flash memory chip in which the command 
execution result is checked in STEP5, the erase command, 
the address, and the erase Start command for the erasing are 
inputted to the chip. The processings in STEP4 to STEP5 are 
repeated until the data erasure from the addresses Specified 
in all the Specified flash memory chips is completed. 

0129 FIG. 31 shows a flowchart for controlling the 
erasing in accordance with the third Ready/Busy determi 
nation method. In STEP1, an erase command is inputted to 
Simultaneously each of the flash memory chips to which the 
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same address is to be inputted. In STEP2, the same address 
is inputted Simultaneously to each of the flash memory chips 
to which an erase command is inputted in STEP1. In STEP3, 
an erase Start command is inputted Simultaneously to each of 
the flash memory chips to which an erase command is 
inputted in STEP1 and a sector address is inputted in STEP2. 
In STEP4, Ready/Busy is determined in each flash memory 
chip until Ready is detected therein. In STEP5, the status 
register of each flash memory chip included in a group in 
which Ready is detected in STEP4 is read sequentially to 
check the result of the erase Start command execution 
therein. In STEP6, if data is to be erased from another 
address in any flash memory in the group in which Ready is 
detected in STEP4, the erase command, the address, and the 
erase Start command for the erasing are inputted to the chip. 
The processings in STEP4 and STEP6 are repeated until the 
data erasure from the Specified addresses in all the flash 
memory chips is completed. 

0130 FIG. 32 shows a flowchart for controlling the 
erasing in accordance with the fourth Ready/Busy determi 
nation method. In STEP1, an erase command is inputted 
Simultaneously to each of the flash memory chips to which 
the same address is to be inputted. In STEP2, the same 
address is inputted Simultaneously to each of the flash 
memory chips to which an erase command is inputted in 
STEP1. In STEP3, an erase start command is inputted 
Simultaneously to each of the flash memory chips to which 
an erase command is inputted in STEP1 and a Sector address 
is inputted in STEP2. In STEP4, the status register of each 
flash memory chip is read to determine Ready/Busy therein 
with the read value until Ready is detected. In STEP5, the 
command execution result is checked in each flash memory 
chip in which Ready is detected in STEP4 to check the result 
of the command execution therein. In STEP6, if data is to be 
erased from another address in any flash memory in which 
the command execution result is checked in STEP5, the 
erase command, the address, and the erase start command 
for the erasing are inputted to the chip. The processings in 
STEP4 and STEP6 are repeated until the data erasure from 
the Specified addresses in all the flash memory chips is 
completed. 

0131 Next, a description will be made for the flowcharts 
shown in FIGS. 29 through 32 more in detail with reference 
to FIGS. 33 through 37. 

0132 FIG. 33 shows physical positions in which data is 
written. Data is erased from the sector address ADRO 
specified in the flash memory chip 0 and from the sector 
address ADR1 specified in the flash memory chip 1 respec 
tively. 

0133 FIG. 34 shows the flowchart for controlling the 
erasing shown in FIG. 29 on the time axis. At first, the chip 
select signals CEO to CE3 are activated so that an erase 
command is inputted (CMD(E)) simultaneously to each of 
the flash memory chips 0 to 3, then the same sector address 
ADRO is inputted (ADR(ADR0)) simultaneously to each of 
the flash memory chips 0 to 3. After this, an erase start 
command is inputted (CMD(SE)) to each of the flash 
memory chips 0 to 3 simultaneously. Then, Ready/Busy is 
determined in each flash memory chip. In this case, the first 
Ready/Busy determination method is used. The Tr Busy 
shown in FIG. 34 denotes a period in which Busy is 
determined in the above Ready/Busy determination. Then, 
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the Status register of each Ready-detected chip is read to 
check the command execution result therein with the read 
value. Hereinafter, data is erased from the Sector address 
ADR1 in each of the flash memory chips 0 to 2 similarly to 
the erasure from the sector addresses ADRO in the flash 
memory chips 0 to 3. 
0134 FIG. 35 shows the flowchart for controlling the 
erasing shown in FIG. 30 on the time axis. At first, the chip 
select signals CEO to CE3 are activated so that an erase 
command is inputted (CMD(E)) simultaneously to each of 
the flash memory chips 0 to 3, then the same sector address 
ADRO is inputted (ADR(ADR0)) simultaneously to each of 
the flash memory chips 0 to 3. After this, an erase start 
command is inputted (CMD(SE)) to each of the flash 
memory chips 0 to 3 simultaneously. Then, Ready/Busy is 
determined in each flash memory chip and the Status register 
of each Ready-detected chip is read in order of Ready 
detection to check the command execution result therein 
with the read value. If data is to be erased from the sector 
address ADR1 in the flash memory chip, the erase command 
(CMD(E)) and the sector address (CMD(SE)) for the erasing 
are inputted to the chip after the command execution result 
check therein. 

0135 FIG. 36 shows a flowchart for controlling the 
erasing shown in FIG. 31 on the time axis. At first, the chip 
select signals CEO to CE3 are activated so that an erase 
command is inputted (CMD(E)) simultaneously to each of 
the flash memory chips 0 to 3, then the same sector address 
ADR0 is inputted (ADR(ADR0)) simultaneously to each of 
the flash memory chips 0 to 3. After this, an erase start 
command is inputted (CMD(SE)) to each of the flash 
memory chips 0 to 3 simultaneously. Hereinafter, Ready/ 
Busy is determined in each flash memory chip and the Status 
register of each chip in each group is read in order of Ready 
detection to check the command execution result therein 
with the read value. If data is to be erased from the sector 
address ADR1 in the flash memory chip after the command 
execution result check, the erase command (CMD(E)), the 
sector address ADR1 (CMD(ADR1)), and the erase start 
command CMD(SE)) for the erasing are inputted to the chip. 
0136 FIG. 37 shows a flowchart for controlling the 
erasing shown in FIG. 32 on the time axis. At first, the chip 
select signals CEO to CE3 are activated so that an erase 
command is inputted (CMD(E)) simultaneously to each of 
the flash memory chips 0 to 3, then the same sector address 
ADRO is inputted (ADR(ADR0)) simultaneously to each of 
the flash memory chips 0 to 3. After this, an erase start 
command is inputted (CMD(SE)) to each of the flash 
memory chips 0 to 3 simultaneously. Hereinafter, the status 
register of each chip is read to determine Ready/Busy 
therein with the read value. Then, the command execution 
result is checked in each chip in order of Ready detection. 
If data is to be erased from the sector address ADR1 in the 
flash memory chip after the command execution result 
check, the erase command (CMD(E)), the sector address 
ADR1 (ADR(ADR1)), and the erase start command 
(CMD(SE)) for the erasing are inputted to the chip. 
0.137 Next, a description will be made for two cases in 
which data is read from a plurality of flash memory chips. 
In one case, data is read from the Same addresses Specified 
in a plurality of flash memory chips. In the other case, data 
is read from a plurality of different addresses Specified in the 
plurality of flash memory chips. 
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0.138. At first, the first case will be described; in this case, 
data is read from the same addresses Specified in a plurality 
of flash memory chips. 
0139 FIGS. 38 through 41 show flowcharts for control 
ling the reading in accordance with the first to fourth 
Ready/Busy determination methods. FIG.38 shows a flow 
chart for controlling the reading in accordance with the first 
Ready/Busy determination method. In STEP1, a read com 
mand is inputted Simultaneously to each of the flash memory 
chips to which the same address is to be inputted. In STEP2, 
the same address is inputted Simultaneously to each of the 
flash memory chips to which the read command is inputted 
in STEP1. In STEP3, Ready/Busy is determined in each chip 
until Ready is detected therein. Then, the data block is read 
from the Specified address in each of the chips that are 
Selected Sequentially until all the target data blocks are read 
therefrom. 

0140 FIG. 39 shows a flowchart for controlling the 
reading in accordance with the Second Ready/Busy deter 
mination method. In STEP1, a read command is inputted 
Simultaneously to each of the flash memory chips to which 
the same address is to be inputted. In STEP2, the same 
address is inputted Simultaneously to each of the flash 
memory chips to which the read command is inputted in 
STEP1. In STEP3, Ready/Busy is determined in each chip 
until Ready is detected therein. In STEP4, data blocks are 
read from the specified addresses. The processings in STEP3 
and STEP4 are executed for the same chip and the data 
blocks are read in order of data block connection. 

0141 FIG. 40 shows a flowchart for controlling the 
reading in accordance with the third Ready/Busy determi 
nation method. In STEP1, a read command is inputted 
Simultaneously to each of the flash memory chips to which 
the same address is to be inputted. In STEP2, the same 
address is inputted Simultaneously to each of the flash 
memory chips to which the read command is inputted in 
STEP1. In STEP3, Ready/Busy is determined in each chip 
until Ready is detected therein. In STEP4, the data blocks 
are read Sequentially from the flash memory chips included 
in each Ready-detected group. The processings in STEP3 
and STEP4 are repeated to read data blocks sequentially in 
order of data block connection. 

0.142 FIG. 41 shows a flowchart for controlling the 
reading in accordance with the fourth Ready/Busy determi 
nation method. In STEP1, a read command is inputted 
Simultaneously to each of the flash memory chips to which 
the same address is to be inputted. In STEP2, the same 
address is inputted Simultaneously to each of the flash 
memory chips to which the read command is inputted in 
STEP1. In STEP3, the status register of each chip is read to 
determine Ready/Busy with the read value until Ready is 
detected therein. In STEP4, the data blocks are read from the 
chips sequentially in order of Ready detection in STEP3. 
The processings in STEP3 and STEP4 are repeated for 
reading data blocks in order of data block connection. 
0.143 Next, the flowcharts for controlling reading of data 
shown in FIGS. 38 through 41 will be described more in 
detail with reference to FIGS. 42 through 45. As shown in 
FIG. 6, read data D is divided into D0 to D3 and stored in 
the flash memory chips 0 to 3. 
014.4 FIG. 42 shows a flowchart for the reading shown 
in FIG. 38 on the time axis. At first, the chip select signals 
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CE0 to CE3 are activated so that a read command is inputted 
(CMD(R)) simultaneously to each of the flash memory chips 
0 to 3, then the same sector address ADRO is inputted 
(ADR(ADR0)) simultaneously to each of the flash memory 
chips 0 to 3. After this, Ready/Busy is determined in each 
chip until Ready is detected therein. When Ready is 
detected, the chip is changed to the next one So that data 
blocks D0 to D3 are read sequentially from the chips (in 
order of TR(D0), TR(D1), TR(D2), TR(D3)) FIG. 43 shows 
a flowchart for the reading shown in FIG. 39 on the time 
axis. At first, the chip select signals CEO to CE3 are activated 
so that a read command is inputted (CMD(R)) simulta 
neously to each of the flash memory chips 0 to 3, then the 
same sector address ADR0 is inputted (ADR(ADR0)) simul 
taneously to each of the flash memory chips 0 to 3. After this, 
Ready/Busy is determined in each chip until Ready is 
detected therein. When Ready is detected, the data block 0 
is read (TR(D0)). Hereinafter, each time Ready is detected 
in a chip and the data block is read therefrom Sequentially (in 
order of TR(D1), TR(D2), and TR(D3)). 
014.5 FIG. 44 shows a flowchart for the reading shown 
in FIG. 40 on the time axis. In this case, it is premised that 
flash memory chips 0 and 1 are included in the group 0 and 
flash memory chips 2 and 3 are included in the group 1 to 
be subjected to the Ready/Busy determination respectively. 
At first, the chip select signals CEO to CE3 are activated so 
that a read command is inputted (CMD(R)) simultaneously 
to each of the flash memory chips 0 to 3, then the same 
sector address ADRO is inputted (ADR(ADR0)) simulta 
neously to each of the flash memory chips 0 to 3. After this, 
Ready/Busy is determined in each chip in the group 0 until 
Ready is detected therein. When Ready is detected, the data 
blocks 0 and 1 are read from the flash memory chips 0 and 
1 Sequentially. Then, Ready/Busy is determined in each chip 
in the group 1 until Ready is detected therein. When Ready 
is detected, the data blocks 2 and 3 are read from the flash 
memory chips 2 and 3 Sequentially. 

0146 FIG. 45 shows a flowchart for the reading shown 
in FIG. 41 on the time axis. At first, the chip select signals 
CE0 to CE3 are activated so that a read command is inputted 
(CMD(R)) simultaneously to each of the flash memory chips 
0 to 3, then the same sector address ADRO is inputted 
(ADR(ADR0)) simultaneously to each of the flash memory 
chips 0 to 3. After this, the status register of the chip 0 is read 
to determine Ready/Busy with the read value until Ready is 
detected therein. When Ready is detected, the data block 0 
is read (TR(D0)) from the flash memory chip 0. Hereinafter, 
the Status register of each of the chipS 1 to 3 is read 
sequentially to determine Ready/Busy with the read value 
until Ready is detected therein and read the data blocks from 
the chipS Sequentially while flash memory chips are changed 
over (in order of TR(D1), TR(D2), TR(D3)). 
0147 Next, a description will be made for a case in which 
data is read from a plurality of different addresses Specified 
in a plurality of flash memory chips with reference to FIGS. 
46 through 53. 

0148 FIGS. 46 to 49 show flowcharts for controlling 
reading of data in accordance with the first to fourth Ready/ 
Busy determination methods. FIG. 46 shows a flowchart for 
controlling the reading in accordance with the first Ready/ 
Busy determination method. In STEP1, a read command is 
inputted Simultaneously to each of the flash memory chips to 
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which the same address is to be inputted. In STEP2, the 
Same address is inputted Simultaneously to each of the flash 
memory chips to which the read command is inputted in 
STEP1. In STEP3, Ready/Busy is determined in each chip 
until Ready is detected therein. In STEP4, the data blocks 
are read Sequentially in order of data block input from each 
chip to which a read command is inputted in STEP1 and an 
address is inputted in STEP2. The processings in STEP1 to 
STEP4 are repeated until all the target data blocks are read 
completely. 
0149 FIG. 47 shows a flowchart for controlling the 
reading in accordance with the Second Ready/Busy deter 
mination method. In STEP1, a read command is inputted 
Simultaneously to each of the flash memory chips to which 
the same address is to be inputted. In STEP2, the same 
address is inputted Simultaneously to each of the flash 
memory chips to which the read command is inputted in 
STEP1. In STEP3, Ready/Busy is determined in each chip 
until Ready is detected therein. In STEP4, data blocks are 
read Sequentially from each chip in which Ready is detected 
in STEP3. In STEP5, if a data block is to be read from the 
same chip from which a data block is read in STEP4, the 
read command and the address for the reading are inputted 
to the chip. The processings in STEP3 to STEP5 are repeated 
until all the data blocks are read completely. 
0150 FIG. 48 shows a flowchart for controlling the 
reading in accordance with the third Ready/Busy determi 
nation method. In STEP1, a read command is inputted 
simultaneously to each of the flash memory chips to which 
the same address is to be inputted. In STEP2, the same 
address is inputted Simultaneously to each of the flash 
memory chips to which the read command is inputted in 
STEP1. In STEP3, Ready/Busy is determined in each chip 
until Ready is detected therein. In STEP4, data blocks are 
read Sequentially from the chips included in a group in 
which Ready is detected in STEP3. In STEP5, if the group 
includes a subsequent data block that follows the data block 
read in STEP4, the read command and the address for the 
reading are inputted to the group. The processings in STEP3 
to STEP5 are repeated until all the target data blocks are read 
completely. 
0151 FIG. 49 shows a flowchart for controlling the 
reading in accordance with the fourth Ready/Busy determi 
nation method. In STEP1, a read command is inputted 
Simultaneously to each of the flash memory chips to which 
the same address is to be inputted simultaneously. In STEP2, 
the same address is inputted Simultaneously to each of the 
flash memory chips to which the read command is inputted 
in STEP1. In STEP3, Ready/Busy is determined in each chip 
with the read value until Ready is detected therein. In 
STEP4, a data block is read from the chip in which Ready 
is detected in STEP3. In STEP5, if the flash memory chip 
from which the data block is read in STEP4 includes any 
data block that follows the read one, the read command and 
the address for the reading are inputted to the chip. The 
processings in STEP3 to STEP5 are repeated until all the 
target data blocks are read completely. 
0152 Next, a description will be made for the flowcharts 
shown in FIG. 46 through FIG. 49 more in detail with 
reference to FIGS. 50 through 53. Just like in FIG. 15, it 
is premised here that the target data D is divided into D0 to 
D6 and stored in sector addresses ADR0 and ADR1 speci 
fied in different flash memory chips 0 to 3. 
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0153 FIG. 50 shows a flowchart for the reading shown 
in FIG. 46 on the time axis. At first, the chip select signals 
CE0 to CE3 are activated so that a read command is inputted 
(CMD(R)) simultaneously to each of the flash memory chips 
0 to 3, then the same sector address ADRO is inputted 
(ADR(ADR0)) simultaneously to each of the flash memory 
chips 0 to 3. After this, Ready/Busy is determined in each 
chip with the read value until Ready is detected therein. 
When Ready is detected, the data blocks 0 to 3 are read 
sequentially in order of (TR(D0), TR(D1), TR(D2), and 
TR(D3)) from the flash memory chips 0 to 3. Then, the chip 
select signals CD0 and CE2 are activated so that a read 
command is inputted Simultaneously to each of the flash 
memory chips 0 to 2, then the same sector address ADR1 is 
inputted simultaneously to each of the flash memory chips 0 
to 2(SDR(ADR1). After this, Ready/Busy is determined in 
each chip until Ready is detected therein. When Ready is 
detected, data blocks D4 to D6 are read from those chips 
Sequentially. 

0154 FIG. 51 shows a flowchart for the reading shown 
in FIG. 47 on the time axis. At first, the chip select signals 
CE0 to CE3 are activated so that a read command is inputted 
(CMD(R)) simultaneously to each of the flash memory chips 
0 to 3, then the same sector address ADRO is inputted 
(ADR(ADR0)) simultaneously to each of the flash memory 
chips 0 to 3. After this, Ready/Busy is determined in each 
chip with the read value until Ready is detected therein. 
When Ready is detected, the data block 0 is read (TR(D0)) 
from the chip 0, then the read command and the address for 
the next reading are inputted (CMD(R)) (ADR(ADR1)) to 
the chip 0. Hereinafter, the remaining data blocks are read 
Sequentially in order of data block connection at each Ready 
detection. If the chip includes any Subsequent data block to 
be read, the read command and the Sector address for the 
reading are inputted (CMD(R))(ADR(ADR1)) to the chip. 
0155 FIG. 52 shows a flowchart for the reading shown 
in FIG. 48 on the time axis. At first, the chip select signals 
CE0 to CE3 are activated so that a read command is inputted 
(CMD(R)) simultaneously to each of the flash memory chips 
0 to 3, then the same sector address ADRO is inputted 
(ADR(ADR0)) simultaneously to each of the flash memory 
chips 0 to 3. After this, Ready/Busy is determined in each 
chip included in the group 0 with the read value until Ready 
is detected therein. After this, the data blocks 0 and 1 are 
read (TR(D0),TR(D1)) sequentially from the chips 0 and 1. 
Then, the read command and the address are inputted 
(CMD(R)) (ADR(ADR1)) to the flash memory chips 0 and 
1 Simultaneously. Hereinafter, while the groups are changed 
over in order of data block connection to determine Ready/ 
Busy in each chip and the data blocks are read Sequentially 
from the chips in the group. If any data block is still left in 
the group after the reading, the read command and the Sector 
address for the reading C inputted 
(CMD(R))(ADR(ADR1)) to the group. 
0156 FIG. 53 shows a flowchart for the reading shown 
in FIG. 49 on the time axis. At first, the chip select signals 
CE0 to CE3 are activated so that a read command is inputted 
(CMD(R)) simultaneously to each of the flash memory chips 
0 to 3, then the same sector address ADRO is inputted 
(ADR(ADR0)) simultaneously to each of the flash memory 
chips 0 to 3. After this, the status register of the chip 0 is read 
to determine Ready/Busy with the read value until Ready is 
detected therein. After the Ready detection, the data block 0 
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is read from the flash memory chip 0. Because the data block 
D4 is also to be read from the chip 0, the read command and 
the sector address ADR1 for the reading are inputted to the 
chip. Hereinafter, while the groups are changed over in order 
of data block connection to determine Ready/Busy therein 
and read the data blocks from the Subsequent chips. If there 
is still another data block in the chip 0 after the reading, the 
read command and the Sector address for the reading are 
inputted to the chip. 
O157 AS described above, using the controlling method 
of the present invention makes it possible to Shorten the 
overhead of the input of commands and addresses, as well 
as to hide processing times of writing, erasing, and reading 
in/from flash memory chipS and Smooth out the variation 
among those processing times. 

1-13. (cancelled) 
14. A Semiconductor memory device comprising: 
a controller; and 

a plurality of non-volatile Semiconductor memories, 
wherein Said controller inputs the write command to Said 

plurality of non-volatile Semiconductor memories 
Simultaneously in the case of the writing of the first 
round to Said plurality of non-volatile Semiconductor 
memories, and 

wherein Said controller inputs the write command to Said 
plurality of non-volatile semiconductor memories indi 
vidually in the case of the writing after the Second 
round to Said plurality of non-volatile Semiconductor 
memories. 

15. A Semiconductor memory device according to claim 
14, 

wherein Said controller inputs the address to Said plurality 
of non-volatile Semiconductor memories simulta 
neously in the case of the writing of the first round to 
Said plurality of non-volatile Semiconductor memories, 
and 

wherein Said controller inputs the address to Said plurality 
of non-volatile Semiconductor memories individually 
in the case of the writing after the Second round to Said 
plurality of non-volatile Semiconductor memories. 

16. A Semiconductor memory device comprising: 
a controller; and 

a plurality of non-volatile Semiconductor memories, 
wherein Said controller inputs the read command to Said 

plurality of non-volatile Semiconductor memories 
Simultaneously in the case of the reading of the first 
round from Said plurality of non-volatile Semiconduc 
tor memories, and 

wherein Said controller inputs the read command to Said 
plurality of non-volatile Semiconductor memories indi 
vidually in the case of the reading after the Second 
round from Said plurality of non-volatile Semiconduc 
tor memories. 

17. A Semiconductor memory device according to claim 
16, 

wherein Said controller inputs the address to Said plurality 
of non-volatile Semiconductor memories simulta 
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neously in the case of the reading of the first round from 
Said plurality of non-volatile Semiconductor memories, 
and 

wherein Said controller inputs the address to Said plurality 
of non-volatile Semiconductor memories individually 
in the case of the reading after the Second round from 
Said plurality of non-volatile Semiconductor memories. 

18. A Semiconductor memory device comprising: 

a controller; and 

a plurality of non-volatile Semiconductor memories, 

wherein Said controller inputs the erase command to Said 
plurality of non-volatile Semiconductor memories 
Simultaneously in the case of the erasing of the first 
round to Said plurality of non-volatile Semiconductor 
memories, and 
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wherein Said controller inputs the erase command to Said 
plurality of non-volatile Semiconductor memories indi 
vidually in the case of the erasing after the Second 
round to Said plurality of non-volatile Semiconductor 
memories. 

19. A Semiconductor memory device according to claim 
18, 
wherein Said controller inputs the address to Said plurality 

of non-volatile Semiconductor memories simulta 
neously in the case of the erasing of the first round to 
Said plurality of non-volatile Semiconductor memories, 
and 

wherein Said controller inputs the address to Said plurality 
of non-volatile Semiconductor memories individually 
in the case of the erasing after the Second round to Said 
plurality of non-volatile Semiconductor memories. 
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